The theory of thermodynamic stability is worked out in terms of composite systems starting from basic principles formulated partially in operational language. In this connection a macro scopic ordering concept is introduced, and entropy is characterized as numerical measure for the degree of disorder. Various aspects of thermodynamic stability are investigated in operational and analytical terms laying special emphasis on appropriate neighbourhood sets. Some implica tions of metastability and neutral stability for the thermodynamic system concept are pursued.
Introduction
The general theory of thermodynamic equilibrium is due to Gibbs [1] , who founded his classical investigations on the following principle: "For the equilibrium o f any isolated system it is necessary and sufficient th at in all possible variations of the state of the system which do not alter its energy, the variation o f its entropy shall either vanish or be negative." In spite of the enormous fruitfulness of the theory Avhich Gibbs developed from this axiom the literal formulation of the principle itself is unclear to the point o f being paradoxical [2] : If an isolated thermodynamic system is not in equilibrium we cannot assign any definite value of the entropy to it (in the realm of equilibrium thermodynamics), and if the system is in equilib rium then the entropy cannot vary. In the sub sequent efforts to clarify the concepts in Gibbs' principle, m any authors made use o f the notion of "virtu al states" the considered system should take on. E ventually it turned out, however, that normal equilibrium states are perfectly suited if one does not v a ry over the original state space but over th at o f a more complex system, which in m any cases is to be chosen as a decomposition of the original system into two subsystems (confer e.g. [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ). In [2] and [6] one finds not only a detailed exposition of this composite system approach to thermodynamic stability -as well as historical remarks -, but also the interesting observation th at this approach gives fundamental importance to the so-called thermodynamic opera tions which consist o f the composition or decom position of thermodynamic systems or the im posture or relaxation of a constraint. These opera tive devices had not been incorporated into the Reprints requests to Dr. A. Rieckers, Institut für Theore tische Physik, A uf der Morgenstelle 14, D-7400 Tübingen.
formalized structure of the theory hitherto, but, of course, were used implicitly. Indeed, if the most fundamental principle o f the theory requires for its selfconsistent explication the transition from the considered system to more constrained ones, then this comparison of different systems -made from one and the same m aterial body -must represent for itself most fundamental structural features. W e have interpreted this comparison as the essential part of a macroscopic ordering concept, which after some supplements is to be considered as the basic operative structure o f the entropy observable.
In a separate work the formal elaboration of this idea is carried through. One starts with the implicit definition o f the thermodynamic operations and defines then a (quasi) ordering (representing physical disorder) with these concepts as a m athe matical relation in the set of all system-states under consideration. This relation is then shown to have the structure o f an extensive empirical observable and is identified with the entropy observable. W ith such an approach the entropy is characterized by an ordering structure in the sense of fundamental measurement, th at means that in principle it m ay be measured without recourse to other observables introduced previously as, e.q., heat and absolute temperature.
This kind of approach is only described in Sect. 2 of the present paper. Nevertheless, it provides the possibility to connect entropy with operational and ordering concepts in the subsequent reasonings and to clarify therewith some points otherwise not being accessible.
Since entropy is by the w ay of its introduction a numerical measure for the macroscopic disorder, a so-called order homomorphism, Gibbs' fundamental maximum principle of entropy can be derived -if some additional properties of the compared systemstates are valid. This refinement, which also reveals new aspects o f the notion o f thermodynamic stability, is investigated in Section 3. The stability condition is there formulated in the vein of the composite system approach but uses only the formalized symbols for thermodynamic operations. This language also enables us to work out a suitable concept o f a thermodynamic system. A fter having postulated only local thermodynamic stability a system concept emerges with a single-valued entropy fundamental function certainly, but with also the possibility o f constitutional changes by means o f unstable relaxations.
In Sect. 4 the analytical formulations of thermo dynamic stability conditions are derived, and special emphasis is laid on the topology of appro priate domains in the state spaces of extensive as well as o f density variables over which a system is stable. These investigations serve to discuss the physical consequences o f special types of stability over bounded regions o f states.
Some implications o f m etastability and neutral stability are investigated in Chapter 5, others will be given on another occasion.
Let as add a word on the relationship between a purely phenomenological exposition o f stability and the maximum principle of entropy as given here, and a statistical foundation of these structures as treated in [7] . Since the statistical mechanical theory leads to usual thermodynamic laws only after some peculiar idealizations it is indispensable to formulate the theory to be derived as concise as possible. W e find it ve ry satisfying th at our basic operational notions appear in a natural reformula tion also in a statistical theory and we hope that this connection will lead to some clarifications in the old problem of founding thermodynamics on a statis tical-microscopic theory.
Basic Assumptions
The set of assumptions presented in this Section is meant to describe (implicitly) the most charac teristic features of thermodynamic systems with the exception o f the third law. It is, however, not a coherent axiomatic scheme, and critical comments will be given at the appropriate places. Anyhow, it is a concise form ulation of the properties we shall use to derive further statements on the considered systems. One more assumption will be formulated in Section 3.
The collection o f physical systems E which concern us here will be denoted by SS Having accepted the relations R and I as fundam ental notions one is able to define a macro scopic ordering structure.
Definition, (i) For P , P ' g 0 we w rite
and say " P ' is more disordered than P " , if there are system-states Po e 0 t , Q, Q' e 0£ w and a product I J (R , I) containing finitely m any relations R and I in arb itrary order, so that
is valid; the case th at 7 7 (R , I) is an em pty product shall be included into (2.6) and shall then be interpreted as the diagonal relation A ( 0 ) for the composite system-states framing the relation symbol.
(ii) W e write P ~ P '
and say th at P and P ' are "order equivalent" , if P < J P ' and P ' < P The intuitive meaning o f (2.6) is an active formulation o f "adiabatic enclosure" , since we do not describe the properties of the w alls which separate an adiabatically closed system from the surroundings but list up the operations on the system which are still possible for a system -state P = <E , Z} under adiabatic enclosure and which bring it to the system -state P' = <E ', Z 'y. The possibilities incorporated into (2.6) are: finitely many internal relaxations o f constraints, reversible inhibitions, and work contacts, where an arb itrary system -state Po m ay be taken under the adiabatic enclosure if it remains unchanged in the sense that its final form is the same as the initial one.
A satisfying feature o f this active operational approach is the interpretability o f the adiabatic enclosure relation <| as an intuitive appealing physical disorder concept in purely macroscopic terms. It will first probably be accepted th at one and the same material body (observe th at the total mass is conserved in (2.6)) is in a more disordered constitution (described by a system-state), if it has less internal constraints which keep up differences in the intensive variables, and th at reversible inhibitions do not change the degree of disorder. As for the work contacts the same intuitive dis order concept m ay be applied to the internal degrees of freedom of a proper thermodynamic system not showing up in the state coordinates. They must exist, since the energy o f such a system can be varied independently from all other macroscopic state variables. These internal degrees of freedom cannot be inhibited by the coarse work coordinates. Thus a work contact can only increase (or maintain) the degree of disorder. Let us stress, th at the latter considerations on the internal degrees of freedom serve only for m otivational purposes whereas the formalized disorder concept makes solely use of macroscopic observables.
The most interesting point is now, th at the quasi-ordering <] gives rise to an empirical, extensive observable as form ulated in [9] . That means th at the structural properties of <1 give itself a prescription how to associate a (rational) number for the degree of order and the scale is unique up to positive dilatations and translations (cf. i.e. In spite of this scheme of assumptions (I) -(III) being not yet completed it is elucidating to inquire already at this stage about the traditional laws of thermodynamics. The first law is incorporated in the assumptions (I) on the state variables: One m ay deduce from (I) th at there exists a total energy observable for every system which depends on the states alone and th at this energy m ay be varied in a form different from work for every proper thermodynamic system. As for the second law, one thinks of (2.10) as its adequate expression, since it tells us th at the entropy alw ays increases for an adiabatic transition. However, this is only justified by the inclusion o f a lot o f other assump tions. So it is above all essential th at the <]-relation is non-trivial in the sense th at there are pairs of system-states which are in <]-relation only in the one direction and not in the other, a fact which follows from the domain assumption for I. Secondly it is of course important th at the quantity which increases during an adiabatic state variation, is an extensive observable, depending on the states alone. Since these supplements have also to be added to the usual formulation o f the second law, we shall in fact identify it with the order homomorphy (2.10).
P < jP ' = > S ( P )^S ( P '
The zeroth law would follow from the maximum principle of entropy, which would a t the same time provide the introduction o f the intensive contact observables; but this principle is not yet incorporated into the formalism and requires extra assumptions which will be discussed in the next section. So one has a clear distinction between order homomorphy and the maximum principle of entropy.
Operational Formulation of Stability
In this section we shall lay emphasize on those stability statements which are connected with the and assume all these relaxations to be stable. Then it holds 
9{Z ) w ith ®E(Z).
Before stipulating the kind of stability which is generally to be expected for thermodynamic systems we discuss some consequences of local (and not global) stability.
3.5.
Proposition (ii) Assume now The explicit meaning of (3. 
Är (Zi«) + S s {Z -Z&) fg S £ {Z) , (3.16) for Zi a e &>\Z). Because of local stability there is a Z^e^( Z ) with

S z iZ f ) + Sz(Z -Z S ) S s i Z M + S z i Z -Z ! 0). (3.17) B y Assumption (III.3) we have then <(27,27),(Zi", Z -Z S ) } < < {Z ,E ),{Z 1* , Z -Z 1 o)> (3.18) and by (3.11b) <(-27, Z ), (Zi°, z -Z ,0)> ~ < r, Z>
20) is (P a, P 0, Q') IT(R, I) (P, P o , Q)
Proposition. S r is stable a t Z0 over the simple domain S>(Zq) w ith crossection 3(zo), iff
S£{Z0) -2 Pi(Z0)Z0i
(z0 -z') -p(zo) ^ (z0 -z ')-p (z ')
which after multiplication by 1/e' leads to
This gives local stability for all zo e °U. □ W e immediately draw an im portant conclusion. One should be aware o f the fact th at this set up comprises a large v a rie ty o f phenomena, since the extensive coordinates Z include also those quantities
Proposition. Let be
